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1. [ADVERTISING] [CIRCUS & WILD WEST SHOWS] [ENTERTAINMENT & THEATER] Wild West broadside
advertising “Kit Carson: The Last of the Old Time Scouts.” Wednesday, April 10, [probably 1889].
This 9” x 12´advertising broadside features a halftone image
of “Kit Carson” and a smaller illustration of String Lightning
and Bright Moon. Some light soiling and wear including
storage folds. There is a small hole at one of the folds.
William “Uncle Kit” Carson, originally Ora Arturis Woodman,
was a long-time Wild West performer and beloved resident
of Roswell, New Mexico. Although it is difficult to separate
fact from fiction, Woodman was a close friend of Pawnee
Bill and Diamond Dick and a personal acquaintance of
Geronimo. He performed in Wild West, Circus, and
Vaudeville shows from 1880 to 1930 including five years
spent with Buffalo Bill Cody. Woodman assumed several
personas during his career including that of “Two Braids” (a
white army scout who had been captured by Comanches
when a youth), “Tommy Stringfield” (the lone survivor of a
massacred homestead family), and “William ‘Uncle Kit’
Carson” (the nephew of Kit Carson), and he regaled
audiences with exciting and partially true stories about his
early life in New Mexico and service as an army scout. This
poster dates from the 1880s when he billed himself simply
as Kit Carson, apparently hoping that the public didn’t realize that the real Kit Carson had died in 1868.
#8592 $250

SOLD

2. [ADVERTISING] [QUACK MEDICINE] Advertising packet for Sayman’s Vegetable Wonder Soap
produced by “Dr.” T. M. Sayman. St. Louis: September 28, 1917.
This packet includes a postally-used advertising cover, an
reply envelope, a marketing letter, and an agent’s order
blank. The cover is slightly reduced along the right edge.
The advertising touts Sayman’s soap, claiming it allayed
scalp humors, eradicated dandruff, prevented baldness,
healed chronic and ulcerated sores, cured facial blemishes,
and more. The order blank lists other Sayman products
including a Wonder Liniment, Healing Salve, bulk perfume
in a variety of scents, toilet waters, extracts of vanilla and
lemon, spices, and pickling products.
Shortly before this packet was mailed, Sayman pleaded nolo
contendere in a federal court for fraudulent “misbranding”
his soap and salve in violation of the Food and Drug Act.
After paying a fine of $40, he continued to market his
products without altering any claims. Sayman’s soap is sold today by Lee Pharmaceuticals (which also
markets Unguentine) although without its extravagant medical claims.
#8593 $75

SOLD
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3. [ADVERTISING] [GAMBLING] [GUNS & AMMUNITION] [HUNTING] It’s All in the Draw – Advertising
premium for the Bicycle Playing Cards (The Russel Morgan Printing Company of Cincinnati, Ohio) and
the United States Cartridge Company of Lowell, Massachusetts created by C. E. H. Brelsford and C. W.
Dimick. [Boston: Forbes Lithograph Mfg. Co.], 1895.
Complete with 20 pages including the cover.
Heavy cardstock leaves are approximately 9.5” x
5.5”. Full-page color illustrations of Bicycle
playing cards alternate with verses from a clever
rhyme about an evening poker game. A full-page
advertisement for the U. S. Cartridge Company
with a color illustration of a hunting campsite are
in the rear. The original gold cord binding tie is
present. The booklet is in very nice shape with
clean, bright illustrations. There is a light 3/8”
water spot in the lower right corner of the cover.
Quite scarce, especially in condition this nice. As of 2016, there are two other examples in much lesser
condition for sale in the trade. No auction records are found at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub; however
five—all in poor shape—have sold at eBay over the past six years. OCLC shows examples at six institutions.
#8594 $300 SOLD
4. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [EDUCATION] [FIREMEN] [FOOD & DRINK] [IRISH-AMERICANA] [MARITIME]
[MILITARY & WAR] [REPUBLIC OF TEXAS] [RIOTS] [SLAVERY] The National Intelligencer, Vol XXV, No.
7625. Washington, DC: 21 July 1837.
4-page bifolium newspaper. Approximately 18” x 21”. Supple, but
edge-worn; wear along centerfold. Other storage folds. Washington
DC’s premier newspaper. Much interesting content including:
An advertisement by Oscar Farish touting the sale of large land tracks
in the recently independent Republic of Texas. Farish, a former
Virginian from Fredericksburg, fought at the Battle of San Jacinto and
served as a clerk for the first Texas Congress.
A tongue-in-cheek pro-Irish editorial written after Boston’s infamous
Broad Street Riots that started when, following an afternoon spent in
a saloon, a nativist fire company attacked an Irish funeral procession.
An article about the launch of the U.S.S. Pennsylvania, a four-decked
140-gun ship of the line, the largest U.S. sailing warship ever built.
Advertisements for slave sales and rewards for runaway slaves.
A lengthy and detailed advertisement for J. B. Morgan’s Wine Store which sold “the finest stock of Old
Wines to be found in the United States” including 6,000 bottles of superior madeira, 1,200 bottles of
sherries, 1,200 bottles of aged whiskies, 96 bottles and 50 hampers of Champagne, and much more.
Numerous transportation advertisements with railroad train and steamship vignettes.
#8595 $100
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5. [AFRICAN-AMERICAN] [MILITARY & WAR] An African-American Family Photograph Album from
“America’s Oldest Negro Community.” Compiled by Harold L. Valentine, Jr. Gouldtown, New Jersey:
1934-1944.
This 7” x 11” album contains approximately 85
photographs (most 3.5” x 4.75”) glued to 20
leaves. The photographs are in nice shape;
many are captioned. The album cover is wellworn. The first photograph in the album is of
a pre-teen boy and titled “Harold L. Valentine,
Jr. Dec 25, 1934” in the margin; underneath is
a pencil annotation reading, “Me”. Valentine
born in 1923, lived in Gouldtown until his
death in 1977. Most of the photographs show
Valentine’s family and home, the family’s
goats, horses, and chicken houses, family
vehicles, a man and woman playing guitars,
Valentine's father in his white “Coca-Cola”
uniform, and other views of the area. Valentine served as a Tech Sergeant in the Army Air Force during
World War II, and many of the final 30 photographs in the album show African-American men in uniform
at home and at a military base.
This is an important visual record of mid20th century African-American life in one of
the most historic African-American
enclaves. Gouldtown, which is located
about 60 miles south of Philadelphia, was
christened “America’s Oldest Negro
Community” by Ebony magazine in 1952.
It traces its roots to the 1700s when a
freedman, named Benjamin Gould,
married the granddaughter of wealthy
English nobleman, John Fenwick, who had
settled in America. Community lore holds
that in the mid-1700s two mixed-race
brothers, who were previously indentured
servants, arrived from the West Indies,
settled near the Goulds and began families of their own after purchasing the passage of two ‘mail-orderbrides’ from the Netherlands. Shortly thereafter, a mixed-race couple (white and Native American)
arrived from Cape May. It was descendants of these four families that formed the core of Gouldtown’s
population well into the latter half of 20th century.
#8637 $750

SOLD
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6. [AVIATION] [CONSTRUCTION] [MILITARY & WAR] [MOTORCYCLES] Scrapbook-Photograph Album
documenting life in an Army Aero Construction Squadron serving in France. Compiled by Major
Charles E. Stafford. California and France, 1918-1919.
This 12” x 10” album contains 50 pages filled with
approximately 150 photographs, 15 postcards, 8
telegrams and many more pieces of ephemera
including programs, menus, letters, a banknote
taken from the body of a dead German officer,
YMCA brochures from leave spent in Italy, etc. The
photographs range in size from 2” x 3” to 9” x 7”.
Overall, the contents are in nice shape although a
few individual pieces are worn. The album is
sound with some wear and soiling.
Shortly after Stafford enlisted and joined the
200th Aero Squadron in early October, 1917, he
was promoted to Master Signal Electrician, and by the time he reached France he had received a
commission. Upon arrival at the first American aerodrome at Tours, the 200th and 201st Aero
Squadrons were re-designated as the 496th and 497th Aero Construction Squadrons both serving
under one commander. Stafford assumed
command of the squadrons as a 1st
Lieutenant in January 1918. The 496th was
used as a replacement squadron, and its men
were gradually reassigned throughout the
American Expeditionary Force; the 497th
remained intact and continued to expand the
Tours aerodrome throughout the war.
Although not reflected in available unit
records, Stafford must have been promoted
several more times as two telegrams in the
While
the ephemeral
in the scrapbook
scrapbook
refer to himpieces
as a major.
are very interesting, the album’s importance lies in its photographs. Highlights include:







Formal and informal squadron pictures,
Multiple pictures of Safford with a motorcycle and side-car (presumably, before he assumed
command, he served as a courier for the squadrons),
A crane removing heavy equipment from flatcars at a railhead,
Many images of a wide variety of military construction equipment including Mack trucks, steam
machinery, and several different models of the famous Holt Caterpillar Tractors,
Vast quantities of construction supplies and vehicle tires in outside storage areas, and
French Marshal Joseph Joffre in discussion with U. S. officers while on a tour of the aerodrome.

#8597 $500 SOLD
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7. [ANDREW JACKSON] [POLITICS & ELECTIONS] [SLAVERY] Collection of 15 anti-Andrew Jackson
broadsheets published by John Binns including seven coffin-illustrated “Monumental Inscriptions.”
Philadelphia: 1828.
15 newspaper broadsheets, each measuring
approximately 30” x 21” and containing two
daily Democratic Press newspapers. Includes
broadsheets for 13-14 March, 20-21 March,
25-26 March, 13-14 May, 15-16 May, 3-4
June, 5-6 August, 12-13 August, 21-22 August,
26-27 August, 28-29 August, 30 August-1
September,
9-10
September,
16-17
September, and 14-15 October. Seven of the
broadsheets contain large coffin-illustrated
“Monumental Inscriptions” each measuring
approximately 4.5” x 9.5”. One issue includes
an illustration of a slave in chains and the
“Administration Ticket” led by John Quincy
Adams. Overall the broadsheets are in nice
shape. All are complete with some edgewear, light foxing, and storage folds. The 3-4
June broadsheet has a large stain but is still
legible.
The Democratic Press, published in Philadelphia, was one of the most influential early 19th century
newspapers, and its editor John Binns became convinced, most likely by Colonel Andrew Erwin and other
anti-Jackson Tennesseans, that Andrew Jackson needed to be stopped in his quest for the U.S. Presidency.
Jackson’s enemies provided Binns with factual information about the, perhaps unjustified, execution of
Tennessee militiamen on February 21, 1815 at Ft. Charlotte near Mobile Bay while under Jackson’s
command. Binns, in turn, used this information to smear
Jackson in his newspaper and issued supplementary “Coffin
Handbills” to do so as well.
Broadsheet highlights include:
14 March – an article titled “Trial of David Morrow”
(one of the militiamen)
21 March – an article on the “Six Militia Men”
26 March – an article titled “The Coffin Factory,” an
essay defending the distribution of Coffin Handbills
13 May – an article titled “John Harris” (one of the militiamen)
15 & 16 May – additional information about John Harris. Also articles about a visit by Henry Clay
and the Spanish slave ship, Antelope.
6 Aug – “Monumental Inscriptions, No. 1” (John Harris coffin illustration)
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13 Aug – “Monumental Inscriptions, No. 2” (David Hunt coffin illustration)
21 Aug – “Monumental Inscriptions, No. 3” (Edward Linsey coffin Illustration)
26 Aug – “Monumental Inscriptions, No. 4” (Jacob Web coffin illustration)
28 Aug – “Monumental Inscriptions, No. 5” (Henry Lewis coffin illustration)
1 Sep – “Monumental Inscriptions, No. 6” (David Morrow coffin illustration). There is an
additional article about Henry Clay’s visit to Philadelphia, as well as one by Thomas Mifflin that
provides more information about John Harris and accuses Jackson of additional perfidies.
9 Sep – “Monumental Inscriptions, No. 7” (John Woods coffin illustration). Woods was not one
of the six militiamen; he was a young soldier who during the Creek War was executed for minor
insubordination.
17 Sep – an article titled “Monumental Inscriptions and Coffin Hand-Bills” that announces the
imminent release of an additional “Ten Thousand Coffin Handbills,” which will be sold “at the rate
of 50 cents a hundred, or five dollars a thousand.”
14 Oct – a boldly printed Administration Ticket identifying candidates for office led by John Quincy
Adams for President and Richard Rush for Vice-President. There is an addition vignette showing
a praying slave in chains that accompanies a short article describing Jackson as “a Slave Dealer—
a trafficker in human flesh, a Buyer and Seller of men, women, and children for filthy lucre.”
15 Oct – an article titled “The Election Night,” in which Binns describes defending his home from
attacks by Jackson supporters.
These broadsheets were saved by
Major John Gardner, whose name
appears in the top margin of most.
Gardner was a prominent attorney
in York, Pennsylvania, active in
politics, and a friend of James
Buchanan and Thaddeus Stevens.
He was a staunch supporter of John
Quincy Adams and Richard Rush.
Exceptionally scarce. The coffinillustrated monumental inscriptions
are not mentioned by Cook or
Bassett. As of 2016, no similar
coffin broadsheet newspapers are
in the trade, nor are there any
auction results listed at ABPC or the
Rare Book Hub. OCLC shows that only the American Antiquarian Society and Duke University have these
broadsheets in their collections.
#8598 $7,500 SOLD
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8. [ANTI-SEMITISM] [HOLOCAUST] [MILITARY & WAR] Concentration Camp Dachau: Album. Team 306,
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. Munich Dachau: Schliessheimer International
Information Office for the Former Concentration Camp Dachau, [1945].
Complete. Approximately 6” x 4”. 80 pages with 41
halftone photoprint images. Captions in English, French,
Polish, and German. Cover illustration features the flags
of the Allies in full-color and the Dachau front gate. The
softcover album is in nice shape. Clean pages. Light wear
and very light soiling; small chip to top of rear cover.
This is a comprehensive visual record documenting of one
of the horrors of the Jewish Holocaust. This booklet,
which is filled with disturbing images of the Nazi's Dachau
Concentration Camp, was prepared by the Allies after its
liberation. Images include the front entrance, surrendering German guards, the infamous “Arbeit Macht
Frei” gate, liberated prisoners, barracks and enclosures, camp kitchen and assembly area, execution
grounds and crematories, piles of dead bodies throughout the camp, a body being loaded into a
crematory, trials of the guards including the camp commander, etc.
Rather scarce; as of 2016, only three other sound examples in the trade and 12 held by institutions.
#8599 $350 SOLD

9. [ARCHITECTURE] [ENGINEERING] [HOLIDAYS] Christmas card from R. C. Lafferty. 1912.
A large 19” x 13” Christmas card. Appears to
be either completely hand-colored or a
chromolithograph with some extra color
added by hand. The card features an
illustration of a western man sitting in a
Middle Eastern garden contemplating a
bright red poppy. Its text is a tribute to Omar
Khayyam. The card is signed in print,
“Compliments R. C. Lafferty Christmas
Nineteen Twelve.” The card is in nice shape
with some toning at the margins. It has been
folded in quarters, no doubt to fit in its nolonger-present envelope.
There is a
crease/crack at the lower right corner and a short split at the top of the vertical centerfold. It was once
mounted in an album as there are some paper remnants attached to the reverse with what appears to be
water soluble paste.
This card came from a New York City estate and was probably sent by the “R. C. Lafferty” who was an early
20th century architect, engineer, and inventor who lived and worked in both New York City and Clarksburg,
West Virginia.
#8600 $100

SOLD
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10. [AVIATION] [CIRCUS & WILD WEST SHOWS] [PARACHUTES] Photograph album with what is
probably the earliest photograph of a parachute descent. Unknown compiler. Spokane: Circa 1890
A 7.5” x 5.5” album with ten 4.75” x 3.75” photographs
inserted in heavy card leaves. The photos are of cenes
in and around Spokane, Washington. The cover shows
wear, and the front hinge is beginning to separate.
The leaves are soiled and show stains. The album has
been de-humidified, frozen, and exposed to UV
lighting to kill any dormant spores. The photos are all
removable and have no damage or soiling
Two of the images shows a parachute descent from a
hot-air balloon at Loon Lake about 35 miles from
Spokane. The jumper is undoubtedly Thomas S.
Baldwin as he was the only parachute daredevil at this
time. The first photo shows a crowd gathered around a balloon as begins to inflate; the second shows
Baldwin’s parachute deploying shortly after he has jumped from the balloon. One of Baldwin’s other
Oregon jumps was obliquely noted in 11 July 1890 edition of the Independence West Side, “While making
the parachute jump from the balloon ascension at Portland last Sunday, the aeronaut came near losing
his life, the parachute failed to fill properly, while descending until within one hundred feet of the ground.”
Baldwin was a 19th century circus aerialist who, after becoming fascinated with hot-air balloons, modified
his act in 1875 so that he could perform from a bar hanging below an airbag. He quickly became a star
attraction at fairs all over the country, Canada, and the
Far East, performing almost 3,000 acrobatic ascents.
Noticing that the novelty of his act had begun to fade,
Baldwin and his brother designed a light, flexible, and
compact parachute. “In front of an audience at San
Francisco’s Golden Gate Park on January 30th, 1885,
Baldwin offered the park manager a deal—he would
jump from a hot-air balloon for $1.00 per foot of height,
with 2,000 feet being the maximum. The crowd,
unknowingly, witnessed the first public descent in a
parachute [by an American, and] Baldwin was soon
dubbed ‘The Father of the Modern Parachute.’
[Although Baldwin invented the first parachute
harness, his] jumps were nothing like those of today. Baldwin would ascend in a sitting position on a small
seat beneath his balloon. When he reached the desired altitude, Baldwin would pull a rip panel in his
balloon to release the hot air, causing the balloon to begin a rapid descent. With the momentum needed
to fill the parachute with air, Baldwin would then jump from the seat.” (National Aviation Hall of Fame)
Exceptionally scarce. As of 2016, there are no locatable photographic records of any earlier parachute
descents in the trade; no auction records at ABPC or Rare Book Hub; no institutional holdings per OCLC,
and no images available through Google, Bing, or Yahoo searches.
#8601 $900 SOLD
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11. [AVIATION] [MILITARY & WAR] Photograph album documenting life in one of the first Marine
Aviation Squadrons to be stationed in the Pacific and its follow-on deployment to China to protect the
International Settlement at Shanghai during the Chinese Civil War. Unknown compiler. California,
Guam, Philippines, China: 1925-1927.
This impressive album is 15” x 11.5” with
approximately 275 photographs. It is incredibly
well done. The photographs are in very nice
shape; the cover has a mended 3” tear.
The images document the service of a Marine,
assigned to Marine Scouting Squadron VS-1M
and begin with photographs of Marine Barracks
San Diego, followed by the unit’s deployment to
Guam where it helped establish Orote Field at
the Apra Harbor Naval Station, the first Marine
aviation base in the Pacific. It concludes with
images of the Philippines and China.
In 1925 fighting between Chinese warlords reached the city
of Shanghai, and twice during the year small contingents of
Marines landed in the city to protect American interests. In
1927, a more serious threat blossomed as one of the
Chinese forces pushed towards the city crushing all
opposition in its path and panicking the International
Settlement. Remembering the Boxer Rebellion and fearful
of recent Communist depredations, the residents of the
community clamored for their governments to provide
protection. So, in early 1927, the United States ordered the
initial deployment of about 340 Marines from Guam to
Shanghai including Marine Scouting Squadron VS-1M.
Highlights of this album include images of:






 Marine Barracks San Diego, California
 A number of identified naval warships
Many Marine aircraft including what appear to be Curtis HS-2L seaplanes and Boeing FB-1 fighters,
Orote Field including hangars, shops, and target practice with 7mm guns,
Departing Guam and life in the Philippines (a cock fight, baseball, the Dreamland Night Club and
brothel, docks, facilities, Philippine locals, railroad travel, urban and rural life, etc.)
Life in China (the U. S. legation, warships, soldiers from several countries including what appears
to be a mule-drawn U.S. Army artillery piece, local Chinese, a camel caravan, scenes of the
Forbidden City and the Great Wall, etc.)

One of the nicest military photo albums we’ve seen, and a rare visual record of early Marine aviation in
the Pacific and the initial establishment of long-term U.S. military presence in pre-World War II China.
#8602 $5,500 SOLD
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12. [BOARDING HOUSES & HOTELS] [TRAVEL] [WOMEN] Guest book and photograph album from a
1940s Los Angeles boarding house owned and operated by women. Los Angeles: 1941-1948.
Over 60 heavy brown paper pages filled with greetings
thank-you notes, well-wishes, dedications, drawings, and
other sentiments as well as 12 glued-in photos and two
mounted cards (one business and one religious) contained
in a leather-backed album with leather covered wooden
boards. Approximately 9” x 10”. The album cover is titled,
“Guests / 623 No. Sycamore.” The header of the title page
reads, “Birth of Sycamore Inn” is illustrated with a color
drawing of a moving truck, furniture being unloaded, and a
photo of a woman being lifted by three men, captioned
“Thema Blank, the Boss / May 24-31, 1941.” A number of
other pages have colorfully illustrated headers as well. Clean and sound with minor wear.
From the various inscriptions, it appears that this boarding house near the corner of Melrose and North
La Brea in Hollywood was owned and operated by the women of the Blank/Heath/Hamblin family and
that Sarah (Sara/Sally) Heath was the primary hostess. Clearly the boarders enjoyed their stays, especially
the meals, and many seem to have returned years later for reunions. Most of the signers seem to have
been temporary guests, often soldiers and travelers. Some of the more interesting entries include a series
of get-well wishes for a lodger who had broken her leg and a poem by a visiting British aviator with a later
note that reveals he had been killed while piloting a Lancaster bomber over Mannheim, Germany.
#8603 $300

SOLD

13. [BUSINESS] [RAILROADS] [TRAVEL] Souvenir of Union Pacific R. R. Scenery [by Charles Frey]. Omaha,
Nebraska: Manufactured for Barkalow Bros. by Chisholm Bros of Portland, Maine circa 1890.
Complete. 14 accordion-fold pages in a 5” x 6” faux leather cover.
35 views of the Union Pacific Route through Wyoming, Utah, Idaho,
and Colorado. Pages are in very nice shape; minor wear to cover.
Hugh Chisholm was a self-made millionaire who started out as a 13year-old railroad newsboy and built an empire supplying scenic
souvenirs to travelers. He purchased vast forest lands in Maine,
established the International Paper Company, and instituted forest
management programs to ensure a never-ending supply of paper.
By 1900, International Paper was world’s largest paper company.
In 1860, sixteen-year-old Sidney Barkalow, began selling newspapers
on an Omaha street corner. Five years later, he and his brother
secured a contract from the then very young Union Pacific Rail Road
to sell reading material and candy along its route, and it is said they began peddling their merchandise
upon the first train heading west from Omaha. Their business expanded along with the railroad, and
“Barkalow Brothers” became one of the most prosperous and well-known businesses in the West.
#8604 $200
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14. [BUSINESS] [TRAVEL] [WORLD’S FAIRS] Photograph album documenting the travel of a California
sugar magnate and his wife. Compiled by Mrs. Anna Sutro Lowenstein. California, Niagara Falls, St.
Louis World’s Fair, Hawaii, Philippines, Japan: Early 1900s
Leather album (approximately 7” x 5.5”)
with an illustration of a Philippine mission
front cover. Contains 50 photographs
(mostly 2.75” x 3.75”) and one
introductory card dated April 19, 1905
which reads in part, “A few snap shots
taken during the first months of our ‘never
ending honey moon!’” The first 36
photographs document an extensive yearlong trip taken by Maurice F. Lowenstein
and his wife Anna Sutro. 14 photographs,
apparently added later, show their young
child in the care of a Japanese nanny. All of
the photographs are in nice shape and
glued to the pages. The pages are loose in
the album.
The album traces the couple’s honeymoon
beginning with wedding day photographs at their cottage in San Ysidro, their buggy ride to the Santa
Barbara train station, touring Niagara Falls, and visiting the St. Louis World’s Fair. The eight world’s fair
photographs include images of the fairgrounds, the main
concourse, the Tyrolean Alps, and several exhibits. Subsequently,
the couple visited Hawaii, the Philippines, Japan, and possibly Hong
Kong (all places where the Castle Brothers had a business
presence). Photographs include the captain of their ship to Hawaii,
a group of fellow travelers (or perhaps business associates) in
Honolulu wearing straw hats and leis, riding in rickshaws at Kobe,
feeding pigeons in Kamakura, “being friendly with the Japanese,”
the ship to Manila, and the heavily-flowered veranda of their
Manila residence.
Five of their child’s photographs show the baby in the care of a
traditionally well-dressed Japanese woman; one shows the child
resting in front of a folding screen decorated with a blossoming
cherry tree.
At the time the album was compiled, Maurice F. Lowenstein was an executive with Castle Brothers, Wolfe
and Sons, the major North American importer of Philippine sugar. With time, Lowenstein rose in rank to
become the President of the firm which had been renamed, the Pacific Commercial Company.
#8605 $300

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

15. [CHANGING AMERICA] Six-decade photograph collection of an extended family living in the New
York-Pennsylvania region around Binghamton, New York and Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania. Compiled by
the Kase and Speer Family. New York and Pennsylvania: 1900s-1950s.
Five various-size volumes holding well over 1000
photographs of differing sizes.
Many of the
photographs are captioned on the page, in the margin,
or on the reverse. About half of the images are
attached with photo corners and half have been
glued/pasted to the pages. Most are in nice shape;
some with creases or mends. Four of the five albums
have only some minor wear; the fifth is missing its front
cover and the first page has been taped in place.

The albums were compiled by the Kase and Speer
family and show images of the area surrounding
Binghamton and Bloomsburg.
All manner of family life is shown including home
scenes, cabins, family members, pets, school,
vacations, soldiers and marines, hunting, fishing,
boating, swimming, barnyard animals and farm
equipment, shops, wagons, horses, buggies and
sleighs, bicycles and vehicles, snowstorms, etc.
Highlights include:










Many motorcycle photos from the 1910s
(Harley-Davidson, Dayton, sidecar)
Many military photos including a World War
One ( a victory parade with a Holt Mark II
tracked 155mm howitzer and one with
President Wilson), between the wars (several
of the 23rd Cavalry Division on parade), and
World War Two (working on a B-24 Liberator)
An interracial picnic
A circa-1915 Boy Scout,
Adams Express wagons in front of a store,
A train wreck at Catawissa, Pennsylvania
A wagon caught in a flood at Castle Creek
The Bloomsburg 1916 marathon

This is an impressive collection of images that record changes within an American community over the
first 50+ years of the 20th century.
#8606 $750

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

16. [CHANGING AMERICA] [EDUCATION] [ISLAM] A 1950s photographic record of a fund-raising fair at
a Michigan elementary school that today is an Islamic Cultural Association Center with ties to the
Muslim Brotherhood. Farmington Hills, Michigan: 1956.
A three-prong binder with 21 8”x10” photos
and 14 other handbills, guides, prize lists, and
newspaper clippings related to a fair at the
Eagle Elementary School in Farmington,
Michigan. Photos include images of a six-pony
hitch cart, a pony ride, a life-size play
stagecoach, a puppet show, a talent show,
carnival games, and food concessions.
The collection provides a first-hand view of
community life in a prosperous then-all-white
Detroit suburb.
Although, today the
community is much more diverse with AfricanAmericans and Asian-Americans composing almost 30% of the population, Farmington Hills remains one
of the wealthiest communities in Michigan and the United States. In 2012, the residents of Farmington
Hills erupted when it was discovered that the local school district had transferred Eagle Elementary School
in a secret sale to Michigan’s Islamic Cultural Association (ICA) to become an Islamic center and mosque
although few Muslims lived in the city. Opposition increased when it was disclosed that the ICA was
funded by the North American Islamic Trust, which had close ties to the Muslim Brotherhood and owned
other properties whose operators had been indicted or convicted of funding terrorist operations (the
Islamic Academy of Florida, the Masjid As-Salam mosque in Albany, and the Holy Land Foundation), as
well as the Islamic Society of Boston, the Islamic Community Center of Phoenix, and the Dar al-Hijrah
Islamic Center (spiritual homes of the Boston Marathon bombers, the ISIS-inspired terrorists who attacked
a Dallas free speech rally, the Ft. Hood terrorist Major Nidal Hasan, and several 9/11 hijackers). A lawsuit
to stop the sale was dismissed by the Oakland County Circuit Court.
#8607 $200

SOLD

17. [CHILDREN’S] [FIREMEN] Story of American Firemen. New York: McLoughlin Brothers, [1909]. First
edition.
Complete; 14 unnumbered pages. Approximately 10” x
12.5”. Four vibrant full-page (one of the four is a doublepage) color illustrations. Two in-text color illustrations.
B/w illustrations throughout. Sound binding. Clean pages.
Light wear to cover.
Intended for children but with terrific, realistic illustrations
of late 19th century fire-fighters and their equipment
including horse-drawn fire engines, hook-and-ladders,
window and fire-escape rescues, fire-boat, water-tower, etc. Much nicer shape than usually found.
#8608 $200

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

18. [CIRCUS & WILD WEST SHOWS] [ENTERTAINMENT & THEATER] Two personal scrapbookphotograph albums belonging to Buckskin Ben Stalker, the owner of Buckskin Ben’s Wild West Show.
Cambridge, Indiana: 1900-1930.
Two albums (each approximately 9” x
11.5”) containing 74 pages with over 150
newspaper clippings, 97 photographs and
real-photo-postcards, several business
letters, and three promotional handbills.
The inside cover of one album is
annotated in green ink: “Property of /
Buckskin Ben (Ben Stalker) / Per. Address.
/ Buckskin Ben’s Famous / Wild West
Show / Cambridge City. Ind. / Lloyd Jeffries
/ Publicity Director.” Buckskin Ben’s
photographic business card is mounted
below the inscription. All of the items in
one album have been glued in place.
Much of the material in the second album
has been attached using mounting “dots” that are integral to the pages. The albums have some wear, the
clippings have toned, and the spine of one album has been repaired with black cloth tape. Now-yellowed
cello-tape (affecting two clippings) was used to help hold its front cover in place.
Buckskin Ben’s Wild West, which has been called “The Biggest Little Wild West Show on Earth,” was the
creation of Ben Stalker, who was born in what is now the state of Oklahoma and never knew his parents.
Stalker claimed to have been raised in an isolated cabin by a Native American trapper known as Rocky
Mountain Tom White until the age of 12 when, according to a later annotation in the one of the
scrapbooks, he a became a temporary
ward of the famous pioneer, Ezra
Meeker. Eventually, Ben found work
on a cattle drive and by the age of 15
had become a seasoned cowboy. He
married in the mid-1880s and shortly
after became inspired to start a Wild
West show on his own. His new wife,
Mary shared his vision, picked up a
rifle for the first time, and practiced
until she became a crack shot. Mary
also agreed to participate in what
would become their featured “Human
Impalement Act,” where she stood
stock-still against a wooden backboard while Ben threw knives around her profile. Eventually, they raised
five children, and all became full-fledged sharp-shooters featured in the show along with a number of
other cowboy performers who specialized in rough and trick riding, lasso throwing, rope tricks, and animal

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

acts. Ben’s shows were
billed as “Refined, High
Class” entertainment with
absolutely “No gambling
or immoral attractions.”
Each show consisted of six
to eight half-hour acts and
began with a musical
performance by the very
talented Buckskin Ben
Family Band in which
every family member
played an instrument.
Although the show never
grew to be very large, it
was quite successful, and
in 1905 appeared for 14 weeks at Coney Island. Ben often signed on for entire seasons to travel with
larger circuses and carnivals performing throughout the East, Midwest, Canada, and Mexico. When not
on tour, the Stalker family and their show resided in Cambridge, Indiana. The show, which was eventually
renamed Buckskin Ben’s Wild West Dog and Pony Show, continued in operation until 1929 when Ben
retired at the age of 86.
The photographs and RPPC include images of Ben in costume and mufti, trick riding, bucking broncos,
animal acts including a high-diving dog, rope tricks, trick shots and sharpshooting by the Stalker children,
the human impalement knife-throwing act, the cast relaxing, and more.

A unique, personal collection of memories compiled over almost thirty years by the owner and starperformer of a very successful Wild West Show.
#8609 $3,500

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

19. [CONSTRUCTION] [TRAVEL] Photograph Album documenting the construction of the Lincoln
Highway across the state of Indiana including the famous “Ideal Section” and its junction with the Dixie
Highway. Indiana and Kentucky: 1925.
This 8” x 6.5” album contains 54 glue-mounted photographs
with an additional 19 laid-in. Most of the photographs
measure 2.75” x 4.5”, and almost all are captioned either on
the page or on their reverse in the case of the laid-in images.
The album and the photographs are in nice shape.
The Lincoln Highway was one of the first transcontinental
automobile highways in the United States. It was conceived
in 1912 by an Indiana businessman, Carl G. Fisher, and
formally dedicated October 31, 1913. It ran coast-to-coast
from New York City’s Times Square to San Francisco’s Lincoln
Park. Initially, less than half of the route was paved. In an
effort to provide the public with a vision of the future, Fisher
obtained sponsorship from U. S. Rubber Company to build an
“Ideal Section” of roadway between Dyer and Schererville in
Lake County, Indiana that had concrete roadbeds, wide
banked curves with guard rails, no crossings, and a parallel
pedestrian footpath. Fischer also initiated the construction
of the Dixie Highway which actually was a series of north-south roads that linked northern Michigan and
Chicago with Miami, Florida.
The 54 mounted photos in this album are of work on the
Lincoln highway and its junction with the Dixie Highway
showing the work crew, crew lodging, steamrollers, tractors,
tar-spreading trucks, trucks dumping stone, stone-spreading
by hand, leveling, loading of tar and stone into company
trucks from railcars, vehicles and equipment stuck in sand
and mud, and finished roadway including the Ideal Section.
The 19 laid-in photographs show roadwork near Bargetown,
Burnside, Harrodsburg, Livingston, and Stanford, Kentucky.
These images are similar to the Lincoln Highway photos but
also include a steam shovel, mule team, and three AfricanAmerican boys who entertained the work crew with Stephen
Foster songs.
An important visual history of the first major transcontinental
road construction project in the United States from the
viewpoint of one of the workers.
#8610 $900

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

20. [CULTURAL APPROPRIATION] [JOURNALISM] [NATIVE AMERICANS] [TRAVEL] Photographic travel
journal documenting Elbert John “Dutch” Reuter’s cross-country trip from Peru, Indiana to settle in
Prescott, Arizona. Includes photographs of the Smoki People. 1923-1928.
The large 14” x 9” album contains approximately 230 photographs ranging in size
from 1.5” x 2.5” to 7” x 10.5” and a few postcards and other ephemeral items.
The photos and ephemera are in nice shape and glued to the album pages. Many
pages are artistically decorated and captioned. The album has a worn yapped
leather-over-boards cover with the poem Where the West Begins printed on the
front above several western vignettes.
Dutch Reuter, a journeyman printer, traveled from Indiana to Prescott, Arizona
in 1923 to work at the Journal-Miner newspaper as a machinist-linotypist. He
then established the Prescott Printing Company where he edited and published
the Yavapai County Messenger. This album documents Reuter’s trip and his first
several years in Prescott. Highlights include









Buildings, towns, streets, mines, people, and scenery along the way and in Prescott, Arizona
Reuter’s auto-tent camping setup including one image after a rainstorm at Topeka, Kansas
Travel on the road with seventeen hairpin turns between Santa Fe and Albuquerque
Reuter sitting on a spare tire lashed to the back of his car after arriving in Arizona
Reuter at his desk and standing by the
linotype machines at the Journal-Miner,
Prescott’s Annual Fourth of July Frontier
Days Wild West Show and Rodeo
including bull wrestling, bronco busting,
the parade, and
Six images (four photographs and two
postcards) of the Smoki People.

Reuter was a very early member of the Smoki
People, joining soon after his arrival in Prescott.
The Smoki originated in 1921 when a group of
Prescott businessmen dressed in Native American
costumes and performed a “Snake Dance” loosely based on a Hopi ceremony as a way to support the
Prescott Wild West Show. The performance was exceptionally popular, and its continued success led the
group to formally organize and repeat an ever-enlarging annual show for the next seventy years. The
Smoki were in the forefront of preserving Southwest Indian culture at a time when the federal
government had outlawed tribal ceremonies and compelled tribal children to attend boarding schools and
abandon traditional ways. As part of that effort, they established an important museum to showcase
pottery, baskets, lithics, and textiles. In the late 1980s, members of the Hopi tribe began to formally
complain about the Smoki’s cultural appropriation of its religious Snake Dance. In turn, the Smoki People
invited a delegation of Hopis to attend the event in 1989 to see that the celebration was well-intended.
The effort did little to change anyone’s mind, and the Smoki ceased their performances the following year.
The Smoki Museum, now guided by a Native American Advisory Council, continues in operation today.
#8611 $1,250 SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

21. [CURIOSA] [TIJUANA BIBLES] Collection of six Tijuana Bible (8-page underground explicit comic
books). Various publishers. 1940s-1950s.
All complete. Each approximately 2.5” x 4”. From an Arnold,
Missouri estate. Titles include: V. Fuzzynuts Presents Barney
Google in Horse Flesh, Count Screwloose in Decoyed, Rub
Matocas Presents Etta Kett in Endorsed, Peter B. Everhard
Presents Moon Mullins in Help, Phelta Puss Presents Pop-Eye
in Steppin’ Out, and Skeezix by Special Permission of the Copyright Owner, J. Montmorency Filthy Crotch. All show some
wear and light soiling.
Typically graphic adult comic strips, however Barney Google in
Horse Flesh, Count Screwloose in Decoyed, and Skeezix stretch the bounds of acceptability, even for
Tijuana Bibles . . . even for today. All but Skeezix and Barney Google in Horse Flesh are listed in Adelman’s
Tijuana Bibles, Gilmore’s Sex in Comics, or Holt’s Little Dirty Comics.
#8612 $200

22. [CURIOSA] [PLAYING CARDS] Deck of explicit playing cards. Unlisted publisher. 1940s-1950s.
51 cards including 1 joker; missing the eight of spades and three
of clubs. Approximately 2.5” x 3.5”. From an Arnold, Missouri
estate. Clean and crisp. Probably only used for viewing and not
playing. Light soiling to the plain blue backs.
All feature graphic b/w photographic images of men and women
engaged in a variety of sexual activities; mostly heterosexual or
two-female ménage-a-trois and mostly white (one of a female
couple and one of a mixed-race couple).
#8613 $50

SOLD

23. [CURIOSA] Collection of risqué and explicit photographs. Unknown photographer. 1940s-1950s
13 photographs. All approximately 3.25” x 5”. From an Arnold,
Missouri estate. Slightly concave. Light soiling on the backs.
Set of six photographs show a standing young woman in various
steps of undress from fully-clothed to frontal nudity. Three
photographs show nude young women; one art pose, one pose in
front of a fireplace, and two women drinking at a bar. Four of the
photographs are explicit; three show heterosexual couples and
one shows what appears to be a lesbian couple with perhaps a
male somewhere in the mix.
#8614 $100

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

24. [EDUCATION] Program of The Webster Centennial of Dartmouth College celebrating the 100th
Anniversary of the graduation of Daniel Webster. Hanover: Dartmouth Press, 1901. First Printing.
This is a program from the ceremonies that were held on 14-15 September
1901. 8 pages including the cover; bound with golden-brown thread at the
spine. In very nice shape.
The program identifies celebration highlights including "football played on
Alumni Oval by the Varsity Eleven and an Alumni Eleven," Dartmouth Night
festivities featuring a parade of students and alumni in colorful costumes as
well as Daniel Webster's carriage, “Exercises” in the College Church, the laying
of the cornerstone of Webster Hall, and a concluding banquet. The rear cover
references Webster's famous defense of the college against the state in the
landmark 1819 Supreme Court case.
#7162 $50

25. [EDUCATION] [LABOR] [WOMEN] Portrait poster tribute to Grace C. Strachan, the President of the
Interborough Association of Women Teachers and the leader of the “Movement for Equal Pay” in New
York City. New York: Malcom & Hayes, 1912.
This tribute poster is printed on heavy card stock and measures 10.25” x
15.5”. The poster features a portrait of Strachan positioned above a
plaque dated 1912 with a verse lauding her qualities. It is in nice shape
with a slightly convex vertical curve that would disappear when framed. It
is generally clean with some light soiling at the margins. Once mounted as
some paper remnants are affixed to the reverse. There is a crack-split at
the upper right corner; held together by one of the paper remnants.
Ms. Strachan began teaching in Brooklyn in 1893 and was rapidly
promoted until by 1900, she had become the Associate Superintendent of
Schools. When the greater New York City school system was consolidated
in 1900, she was selected to serve as a District Superintendent. At the
time, beginning women teachers were paid only two-thirds ($600/year)
that of a beginning male teacher ($900), and women’s salaries topped out
at ($1,440 year) about 60% of a male teacher ($2,400/year) with the same
credentials and experience. In her new position, Strachan began campaigning for “Equal Pay for Equal
Work” and eventually published a book with that title about the same time she became the President of
the Interborough Association of Women Teachers (IAWT). As the association president she lobbied
extensively for the cause, and was finally successful in the fall of 1911. This tribute poster was printed the
following year. Interestingly, she may have become quite wealthy as a result of her campaign as the New
York Times reported that 90% of New York City’s female teachers pledged to contribute their first month’s
salary increase—a total of over $200,000—as a thank-you “endowment” to Strachan who, when
questioned, did not definitively deny that she would accept such a gift, replying, “That is like asking a boy
if he would refuse to be President of the United States. We can’t grasp what is only in the air.”
#8616 $300 SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

26. [ENGINEERING & MINING] [HYDROLOGY] [NATIONAL PARKS] [NATIVE AMERICANS] Photograph
album documenting an early 20th century tour of mines, dams, and bridges throughout the American
northwest by an engineering student at the University of Minnesota School of Mines. Compiled by
Charles Sumner Heidel. 1909-1910.
This large 10.5” x 14” album contains 100 pages with over 275
photographs (most approximately 3” x 5”).
The album and
photographs are all in nice shape. Most pages have captions or
descriptions. The photographs have been glued to the pages.
The album documents a class trip throughout the American
northwest taken by Heidel and eight other junior-class engineering
students from the University of Minnesota School of Mines in 1909
and follow-on visits to other sites. The photographs show a variety
of mining, bridging, and hydrological projects. Highlights include
about 70 images of:











The Taconite mine at Eveleth, Minnesota
Mines at Telluride, Colorado
Garfield copper smelter at the Great Salt Lake, Utah
The Minidoka dam in south-central Idaho
The Red Rock Dam at Monida, Montana
Gauging the Musselshell River at Harlowten, Montana
Slater’s Cyanide Plant at Canyon Creek, Montana
The Missouri River Bridge at Fort Benton, Montana
Waterbury Implement’s exhibit - Montana State Fair
The East Helena Lead Smelter at Helena, Montana

The remainder of the photographs show the students engaged in
other trip activities including a visit to a ceremonial dance at a Blackfeet Indian Reservation, touring
Glacier National Park and the Rocky Mountains at Boulder,
relaxing at the Bachelor’s Club in Butte, warships at Seattle,
and fly-fishing at Columbia Falls, as well as images of family
and friends. Many of these photographs are quite stunning.
Heidel graduated from the University of Minnesota in 1910
and went on to earn a Civil Engineer Degree from Montana
State University. Early in his career, he worked at the Black
Rock and Alex Scot mines in Butte, as the Montana State
Engineer, and as the administrator of the Carey Land Act
Board. In 1927, Heidel left state service and began work as a hydraulic engineer for the U. S. Geological
Service until 1957 when he became the Field Representative of the Montana Water Resources Division.
He was awarded the U. S. Department of Interior’s Distinguished Service Award when he retired in 1963.
An exceptional visual record of early 20th century mine and engineering projects in the American West
compiled by a young engineer at the beginning of a very distinguished career.
#8615 $2,750

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

27. [ENGINEERING & MINING] [GOLD RUSH] The Miner’s Guide and Metallurgist’s Directory by J. W.
Orton. New York and Cincinnati: A. S. Barnes & Company and H. W. Derby & Co., 1849. First edition.
Complete. Approximately 4” x 6”. 86 pages including 3
pages of b/w illustrations. 9 additional advertising pages
in rear. The title page is illustrated with a wood engraving
of a placer gold mining scene. Sound binding; light foxing
to the endpapers and first few leaves. Clean pages; closed
tear on one leaf. Minor wear; heaviest at spine ends.
This book was clearly written for the California Gold Rush
of 1849, published, as noted in the preface, as a portable
reference for a novice “without a large library . . . an
indispensable companion to . . . the miner. . . .”
Surprisingly, the text was penned by Orton at age 19, long before he became a renowned professor of
natural science. “The book was a surprising success, later appearing in five revised editions as the widely
read Underground Treasures: How and Where to Find Them.” (The Vassar Encyclopedia)
Not listed in Howes, Graff nor Streeter. OCLC shows about 30 copies held by institutions, but this title is
otherwise rather scarce. As of 2016, no examples are for sale within the trade, and a search of ABPC, Rare
Book Hub, and Worthpoint reveals only one auction record.
#8617 $450

28. [ENGINEERING & MINING] [MILITARY & WAR] [TRAVEL] St. Louis to Evansville steamboat letter
discussing lead mining and shot towers by D. L. Stiles. Evansville, Indiana: 1845.
Four-page stampless letter dated 4 August 1845 to Vermont. Exceptionally
detailed content. Discusses watching the bustle at Jefferson Barracks and
the St. Louis Arsenal as the result of the deployment of 3,500 solders to
Texas in anticipation the Mexican-American War and the booming lead
industry at Herculaneum.
“You know Missouri supplies the world with lead for she is exceedingly
rich in this ore. . . . The storehouse is just upon the bank of the River; 100
feet in the rear is a high cliff, a perpendicular rock elevated some
hundred feet above and a furnace is built upon its summit. The furnace
projects over the rock. From this the lead falls through sieves of suitable
sizes through the open air 100 feet or more striking into the water and
set upon an incline plane to the warehouse. Here it goes through a process of rolling and is prepared
for shipment. One of the Blacks informed me that they made 100 kegs pr week or 15 tons. You can form
an estimate of the annual quantity turned out . . . when I tell you that this one of about a dozen in this
vicinity. How many in the state I am unable to say.”
The letter concludes with descriptions of the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers the commercial
promise of Evansville and the Wabash Valley,
#8138 $250 SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

29. [ENTERTAINMENT & THEATER] [MILITARY & WAR] [WOMEN] [YMCA] Combination scrapbookdiary documenting two years spent by a female singer performing for U. S. soldiers stationed in France
during World War One. Compiled by Beulah Chase Dodge. France: 1917-1919.
This 12” x 14” scrapbook contains 100 pages full of diary
entries, photographs, official documents, programs,
postcards, pamphlets, letters, newspaper clippings,
menus, travel vouchers, schedules, and more. The
handwriting is small and dense but legible. The pages are
starting to brittle and have edge-wear that affects the
text on a few pages. The first two leaves are disbound;
all of the rest have had their binding holes reinforced and
been reinserted. The album cover has minor wear.
Ms. Dodge, originally from Syracuse, New York, was a
singer and performed in the theater around 1900 while she was in her twenties. When it became clear
the United States would be sending soldiers overseas to fight in World War One, she volunteered her
services to deploy along with them as a YMCA worker where she and her group, The Liberty Quartet,
performed wherever doughboys were assigned.
This is a treasure trove of material with detailed entries. Dodge’s writing provides exceptional insight not
simply into the life of an American female service worker deployed with the American Expeditionary
Force, but one who performed for the doughboys, often
close to the frontlines. While Dodge’s narrative is without
doubt the heart of this album, highlights of its other
contents include:












YMCA identification certificate and dogtag
French and American Movement Orders
Authorization to wear the War Service Chevron
Certificate of Release and Honorable Discharge
Passport and related documents
Photographs of The Liberty Quartet
Seven photographs of the “Y” Girls Baseball Team
Many photographs of soldiers and service workers
Two photographs of Dodge singing for soldiers on a troopship heading home
The pamphlet, “Experiences in a Camp Canteen” containing reminiscences of the service workers
who opened the first YMCA canteen in France
A colorful luncheon place card autographed by Romania’s Queen Marie

Very scarce. Detailed journals of World War One YMCA or Red Cross workers for even short periods of
time are uncommon, and 100-page detailed diary-scrapbooks documenting two-years spent by a female
YMCA entertainer traveling throughout France to entertain doughboys are simply otherwise non-existent.
As of 2016, nothing similar is for sale in the trade nor listed in OCLC, and there are no auction records for
similar items at ABPC or Rare Book Hub
#8618 $5,000

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

30. [FOOD & DRINK] [FRUIT BOX ART] Fruit and vegetable crate and can labels. 1940s-1960s.
85 different product labels for crates and cans labels. All “like
new” old stock. Bright and colorful. California, Florida,
Virginia, Texas, etc.; several foreign. Various sizes.
Most show mouthwatering images of fruit and vegetables
including plums, loganberries, peaches, grapes, apples,
oranges, pears, avocados, tomatoes, sweet potatoes,
cherries, etc.; a few show salmon or tuna. A number have
attractive topical “Fruit Box Art” images as well, such as
fighter aircraft, Pocahontas, elk, bear, birds, women, cities,
fields, Sequoia trees, old mission, African-American
stereotypes, prizefighter, peacock, royalty, horses, cowboy, Neptune, playing cards, children, etc.
No item number $50

SOLD

31. [FOOD & DRINK] [HOLIDAYS] [MARITIME] Christmas card from Sir Thomas J. Lipton. Middlesex:
1921.
This elaborate card measures 10” x 7” and features a color inset
showing the US and UK flags, a Christmas wreath, and Lipton’s
monogram, surmounted by “Christmas 1921.” A nautical rope oval
with shamrocks surrounds the inset. The card contains a greeting
signed in print by Lipton and a print of “The American Ship ‘Sir Thomas
J. Lipton’ Outward Bound from New York Harbor, on Maiden Voyage
to Buenos Aires, May 7th 1919.’” The card is in nice shape with a tiny
scuff to the print. Once mounted as the rear cover shows glue stains.
Lipton was a self-made Scottish
millionaire who worked his way to the
United States as a teenage cabin boy on a
merchant steamer in 1864 and spent the
next five years working odd jobs
throughout the country. Upon his return
to Scotland, Lipton opened a chain of
grocery stores with his savings. In the late
1880s, Lipton noticed that the price of tea had dropped significantly enough to become an affordable
beverage for the working class. He circumvented the established wholesale tea system and created his
own supply lines by establishing huge “tea gardens” in Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) and began marketing his
tea throughout the United States. Lipton was also a driven yachtsman who competed unsuccessfully for
the America’s Cup on five separate occasions in his racing yachts named Shamrock through Shamrock V.
Although he never won, he was recognized for his sportsmanship and awarded a special trophy as "The
Best of all Losers." While Lipton may have lost the races, his persistent and highly publicized efforts made
Lipton Tea the most recognized and best-selling tea in North America.
#8619 $100 SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

32. [FOOD & DRINK] [POLICE] [POLITICS & ELECTIONS] Collection of 86 ceremonial menus and programs
collected by New York City Police Commissioner Richard E. Enright. Mostly New York City: 1899-1927
The menus and programs
range in size from
approximately 3” x 4.5”
to 12.5” x 18.5”. Many
are engraved. Most have
color illustrations on the
front. Many contain lists
of guests, attendees, and
sponsors. The fronts and
inside pages are mostly in very nice shape, a few have creases. All were previously mounted in a
scrapbook, so most backs have glue stains, scuffs, and/or paper remnants; a few have tears. The
paste/glue that was used to mount the items appears to be water soluble. Several of the menus were
autographed by event attendees.
This exceptional collection of
souvenirs was assembled by
Enright as mementoes from
important celebrations and
dinners, and all of the pieces
were specially printed for
their events. Most of the
dinners were quite elaborate
affairs with a multitude of
courses including appetizers (oysters were a favorite), fish or seafood (often lobster), beef, pork or lamb,
poultry (usually chicken or duck), salad, fruit, cheese, desserts, wines (often several including champagne),
coffee, and tobacco (cigars and cigarettes). Many were held at the Waldorf-Astoria, The Commodore,
Hotel Astor, The Biltmore, The Plaza, Hofbrauhaus, and Delmonico’s. Several were held afloat aboard
naval vessels or commercial liners. Among the occasions were events for










Business and Society (Charles M. Schwab, John Wanamaker, Dr. Charles Fama, etc.)
Fraternal Organizations (B.P.O. Elks, Friendly Sons of St. Patrick, Hope Fishing Club, etc.)
Inventors (Thomas Edison, Sir Joseph Isherwood)
Law Enforcement and Fire Protection (Theodore Roosevelt, Rhinelander Waldo, John Kenlon)
The Military (General Pershing, Marshall Foch, Marshal Joffre. etc.)
National Politicians (William Jennings Bryan, Warren Harding, Calvin Coolidge, etc.)
New York Politicians (Job E. Hedges, John F. Hylan, etc.)
Political Parties (National Democratic Convention, National Republican Club)
The Theater (Ned Harrigan Club, Lyres Club, William H. Crane)

Overall, this collection provides a fascinating and colorful window into early 20th century New York City
society, politics, law enforcement, and eating habits.
#8620 $1,250

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

33. [HOBOS] [HOMELESS] Bowery Social Register: The Blue Book of Society’s Basement: The Hobo Social
Register. Harry Baronian, editor. New York: The Bowery News, 1960.
8-page newspaper. Approximately 11.5” x 18”. Complete. Toned
paper, becoming a little brittle. Horizontal folds. Worn spine with a
few holes along the crease.
An annually-issued adjunct to Harry Baronian’s Bowery News.
Originally begun as a parody social column, Baronian’s Bowery
Social Register profiled the area’s most colorful and eccentric
personalities. Each year, Baronian, a gentleman hobo, used his
Register to recognize “bums” who lived by the Bowery’s traditional
code of ethics and champion success stories of those who had made
good; in this issue he identifies ten including:
Beefsteak Charlie – “for hitting the road as a true hobo.”
Indian Bill – “for being the quietest hobo on the Bowery,
never offending anyone.”
Additionally, he pulled no punches when “outing” miscreants and
violators of the Bowery’s traditional code of conduct and ethics. Baronian fingered over 25 unworthy
“Outs” for 1960 including:
Pee-Wee Bleeker Street – “out goes this bum for growing a beard, spouting jive talk and
pretending he’s a Greenwich Village beatnik intellectual to make a hit with the gals.”
Bible Bill – “this hypocrite has been taking nosedives (accepting salvation) in missions lately, then
trying to act superior to the other boys.”
Slim the Gimp – “for using tricky devices to get ahead of the other down-and-outers in the
breadlines.”
Grease-Rag Sam – “out for doing great damage to the Windshield Wipers Union of the skidrow.
He uses a dirty grease rag with the result that many . . . who use clean rags, have been belted on
the nose by angry motorists.”
Tipoff Wally – “out for double-dealing. Wally is a tipoff man for a gang of muggers on the skidrow
and more than one stiff has lost his roll as a result of Wally’s dirty work.”
The Park Bench Kid – “he’s dreaded more than the night sticks of John Law. Whenever he lays on
a park bench, everybody screams because you need a gas mask with him around.”
The Bowery Social Register shutdown along with the Bowery News in 1963, by which time suburban
artists, students, and beatniks overwhelmed the area, and a growing city-wide heroin epidemic brought
in a violent element that ended its days as a safe-haven for traditional tramps, eccentrics, and drunks.
Quite scarce. While examples of the Bowery News and its predecessor, the Hobo News, are often
available, as of 2016, no examples of the Bowery Social Register are for sale in the trade and no auction
records are reported at ABPC, the Rare Book Hub, or Worthpoint.
#8621 $300

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

34. [HOLIDAYS] [POLITICS & ELECTIONS] [POSTCARDS] Immigrant’s postcard album owned by Otto
Wilhelm Umrath of St. Louis, Missouri. 1890s-1910s.
Leather postcard album titled, Grüße aus der Ferne (Greetings from
Afar) with 50 leaves containing a total of 200 postcards primarily from
Germany and Austria-Hungary with a few from Italy, Russia, and
Switzerland. The album has some wear
but is in nice shape overall. Almost all of
the postcards are postally used and in
nice shape. The name and address of the
owner are written on the front flyleaf.
This album and most of the postcards
were apparently brought to the United
States as a reminder of family, friends,
and the home he left behind by Umrath
when he emigrated from Prague (then
part of Austria-Hungary) via Hamburg in
1908 and settled in St. Louis, Missouri
where he became a sales manager for the Steiner Electric Company, which manufactured meat choppers
and coffee mills. It is a superb collection of Central European postcards celebrating holidays, events, the
military, and travel. Some of its highlights include:












A demonic Krampus lifting French and Russian soldiers by the scruffs of their neck,
Several pig and clover New Year’s cards,
A New Year’s card showing a man firing a pistol in the air as two women cover their ears,
Several Easter cards with anthropomorphic bunnies and chicks,
A Christmas tree being decorated by dwarfs,
Three cards from the Exposition Universelle de 1900 in Paris, one showing the Eiffel Tower,
Patriotic cards showing Germanic warriors, Kaiser Wilhelm and Emperor Franz Joseph
Event cards for agricultural, industrial, and craft expositions,
A card for a Jaeger festival showing men and women in traditional hunting clothes
Humorous cards including an anthropomorphic Hippo gondolier and babies sitting amongst
anthropomorphic mushrooms, and
An advertising card for the Nordsee-Linie-Hamburg

Other cards include dogs, horses, pretty young women, children, a fencer, the renowned opera singer
Geraldine Farrar, ships, currency, the physician-poet Justinus Kerner, the famous economist Ferdinand
von Steinbeis, and “Grüße aus” cards from cities and towns throughout Central Europe.
No doubt this album was a comforting piece of the old country for Otto as he made a new life in America,
and, as such, I hope that it remains intact, although that is doubtful as many of these cards would sell on
eBay for $20 to $100, and some, like the Krampus card (which satirically portends the coming of World
War One) could easily bring several hundred. Priced to sell at $4/card.
#8622 $800 SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

35. [LAW] [MILITARY & WAR] Personal sammelband of Army Court Martial Reports assembled by John
Fitzgerald Lee, the Judge Advocate of the Army. 1838-1852.
This collection of 86 General Orders reports the results of important courtsmartial conducted within the United States Army between 1838 and 1852.
Each report ranges in size from one to 28 pages. All are in nice shape. The
half-leather binding has been sympathetically rebacked. John Fitzgelrald
Lee’s bookplate is inside the front cover. His penciled binding instructions
are on a flyleaf, and two blanks have pencil notes identifying additional trial
reports Lee wanted to include in the volume. Many of the reports are signed
in ink by Roger Jones, the Adjutant General of the Army from 1825 to 1852,
and six are signed by Samuel Cooper, who became the highest ranking
Confederate general during the American Civil War.
The original office of the Judge Advocate of the Army was abolished in 1802
and the entire Judge Advocate General’s Corps was eliminated in 1821.
After that time, line officers were detailed to serve as trial attorneys for
courts-martial. Although Lee, a cousin of Robert E. Lee, was a graduate of
West Point and an artillery officer, he had long hoped to become a lawyer and was frequently detailed to
serve as a trial attorney at posts throughout the country. When the service decided to re-establish the
position of Judge Advocate of the Army in 1849, Lee was the obvious choice. He served in the position
until 1862 when the position was once more abolished. This volume was Lee’s personal reference
collection, and he participated in many of the trials including the famous 1848 mutiny court martial of
John Fremont (for declaring himself the Governor of California) where Lee served as the prosecuting
attorney. Other trials include the court martial of Captain Seth Thorton after his unit of dragoons was
captured by the Mexican Army sparking the Mexican-American War.
The trials involved all of the major Army regiments and departments and were held throughout North
America including Florida (during the Seminole War), Texas (before statehood), Western territories,
California, and Mexico. In addition to dismissals from service, suspensions of pay and rank, and
confinement, more severe sentences (death by hanging and firing squad, branding, lashes with a cat-onine tails, etc.) were imposed upon enlisted soldiers for desertion, attempted murder, and murder. Many
of the officers who were tried in these courts martial went on to fame or notoriety including: Braxton
Bragg, Don Carlos Buell, Ambrose Burnside, James Carleton, Rene DeRussy, William Harney, Nathaniel
Lyon, Samuel Ringgold, James Ripley, Fayette Robinson, Alexander Shiras, and Charles S. Tripler.
Just before his appointment as the Judge Advocate General, Lee served as an ordnance officer at the St.
Louis Arsenal. His son, John Fitzgerald Lee, Jr. practiced law in the city after graduating from the University
of Virginia and served as president of the St. Louis Bar Association, president of the David Rankin School
of Mechanical Trades, director of the St. Louis Public Library, and a member of the Washington University
Board of Directors. In his later years, the senior Lee joined his son in St. Louis where he died in 1884 and
was buried in Cavalry Cemetery.
This reference collection of important court martial records collected by the military’s principal 19 th
century legal officer provides an exceptional window into rough-and-tumble, yet surprisingly refined,
military life in antebellum America.
#8623 $3,000 SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

36. [MILITARY & WAR] Photograph album documenting life in Cuba following the Spanish-American
War. Unknown compiler. Ramon Corral, S. A. Cohner and other Havana photographers: circa 1898-1902
This 12” x 15” album contains 48 pages filled with 93
photographs. All but nine measure at least 4.25” x 6.75”
with 26 measuring around 6” x 8.25” and 22 measuring
approximately 7.5” x 9”. All are in nice shape, a few have
some rippling and/or light fading.
The photographs, taken by Havana photographers
including Ramon Corral and S. A. Cohner, were likely
compiled by an officer or civilian who was part of the U.S.
occupying force as the collection has a definite North
American tone including photo-prints of General
Leonard Wood and President Roosevelt affixed to the
front endpapers. The photographs begin shortly before the war and conclude at about the same time as
the U. S. Occupation, 1902. Highlights include:












A group image of General Ludlow, the Military
Governor of Havana, and his staff
A group image of Cuban Army officers including
Generalísimo Maximo Gomez y Baez
The wreck of the Battleship Maine
A crowd of Cubans removing the statue of Queen
Isabela II from its pedestal,
Many images of U. S. soldiers in Havana including
the Army tent-headquarters
Two images of Cuban soldiers and dignitaries
(likely as part of the 1899 ceremonies to honor
Maximo Gomez and the fourth anniversary of
start of the Cuban revolution against Spain),
Three images of the magnificent funeral possession accorded Calixto Garcia (the famous Cuban
general referenced in Elbert Hubbard’s famous essay, A Message to Garcia),
Important Havana buildings including the Teatro Tacon and Mascotte Hotel,
Three images of the Colon Cemetery including its entrance and gigantic boneyard.
Peasant huts, vendors, street scenes, storefronts, market stalls, and more.

This is an important visual record of life in Cuba immediately following the Spanish-American War as seen
through the lenses of local photographers and ‘curated’ by an occupying U. S. national.
Scarce. As of 2016, no similar Cuban occupation albums are in the trade and neither ABPC nor Rare Book
Hub reflects any auction records. OCLC shows one institutional holding of a similar but smaller album. A
number of individual S. A. Cohner and Ramon Corral photographs of Havana during this period are also in
the Eola Willis Cuban Photograph Collection at the College of Charleston Libraries.
#8624 $3,500

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

37. [MILITARY & WAR] Presentation photographs of the telegram sent by Kaiser Wilhelm II to President
Wilson regarding the outbreak of World War One. Berlin: 10 August 1914.
Complete set of five 8” x 10” photographs (one of each telegram
page). Bound at the top with a green ribbon. The lower left corners
of the first three pages have chipped away with no loss to the text.
Apparently removed from an album as the reverse of the last page has
paper remnants affixed.
In 1914, between the 28th of July and the 6th of August as the nations
of Europe one-by-one declared war upon each other, President Wilson
saw himself as the best arbiter of a peaceful solution and the only
person who could prevent full-on military conflict. One of his first
attempts was to send a message to Great Britain and Germany
reminding them of the 1906 Declaration of London, a set of rules
governing the rights and duties of neutrals in time of war. Implicit
within his message was an offer to negotiate. While Germany quickly
consented to Wilson’s request, Great Britain did not respond until three weeks later, well after hostilities
had begun in earnest. These are contemporary photographs of the “telegram” that was handwritten in
English by Kaiser Wilhelm II in response and handed to US Ambassador Gerard for personal delivery to
President Wilson. In it, the Kaiser explains the sequence of diplomatic events that led to Great Britain’s
declaration of war upon Germany on August 4th. This item comes from the estate of Richard E. Enright,
who at the time was the Police Commissioner of New York City.
#8625 $250

SOLD

38. [MILITARY & WAR] [ORIGINAL ART] Hand-drawn cartoon book, What the Navy Did to Me by Swabo
Sam, satirizing World War One Navy life. Drawn by G. H. Norwood. Circa 1918.
80 unbound leaves with original cartoon drawings on one side. Each leaf
is approximately 5.5” x 9”. Generally clean pages with some marginal
soiling and wear. The cover is worn at the top edge with archival tape
reinforcement on the reverse. Each of the leaves has a pinhole in the
upper left corner suggesting the leaves may have been displayed one-ata-time on a bulletin board.
The cartoons are very well done and many are quite funny. The first 34
leaves cover the period from Swabo Sam’s enlistment through his
completion of boot camp and include humorous observations about inprocessing, showers, haircuts, the dentist, shots, his first night sleeping in
a Navy hammock, uniforms, medical care, drill, physical training, and
more. The remaining leaves feature shipboard life including Sam’s first
squall, first trip aloft, first trip along the boom, first general quarters, spud
alley, painting, polishing, chipping, swabbing, fire call, transporting doughboys, liberty, tattooing, gun
drills, and more.
#8626 $600

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

39. [MILITARY & WAR] Photograph album documenting operations at Fort Holabird, the U. S. Army’s
first motor transport depot-training center and transportation hub for all American military vehicles
shipped to France during World War One. Unknown compiler. Baltimore: 1918-1919.
This 8” x 5.5” album contains over 100 photographs (most 2.5” x 4”). Most
of the images are in nice shape, however the first three in the album are very
faded. The album is in nice shape with minor wear.
Camp Holabird was established in late 1917-early 1918 in southeast
Baltimore on 96 acres of marshland between Colgate Creek and Dundalk.
Named for a former Quartermaster General, the camp supplied the American
Army with Detroit-made vehicles during the war and trained thousands of
soldiers to drive and repair vehicles. The photographs show acres of vehicles,
warehouses, garages, shops, maintenance bays, offices, supply storage, the
auditorium the orderly room, mess halls, a medical ward, and personnel
(formations, parades, K. P., relaxing, chow line, visiting Fort McHenry,
Washington DC, and New York City). A visual record of a now forgotten, but
vitally important logistics center for the AEF during World War One.
#8627 $400 SOLD

40. [MILITARY & WAR] Your Country at War and What Happens to You after a War by Charles A.
Lindbergh, Sr. Philadelphia: Dorrance and Company, 1934.
Originally published in 1917. Complete with five illustrations on three plates.
Photo of Lindbergh and his son (later the famous aviator) on the dust jacket.
Lindbergh was a multi-term populist Republican representative from Minnesota
who attacked war profiteering and vehemently opposed the United States entry
into World War One. Democratic President Wilson branded Lindbergh as a traitor
for his isolationist views and ordered agents from the Department of Justice to
destroy all copies of the 1917 edition of this book as well as its printing plates.
Although Wilson prevailed in leading the United States into the WWI, the noninterventionists of 1930s used the American experience in that conflict to argue
that the abysmal results of the war did not justify the number of U.S. casualties.
As European discord grew in the 1930s so did the American isolationism, led by
Republican Senator Gerald Nye who investigated the likelihood that bankers and
arms manufacturers pushed U.S. involvement in World War One to increase their profits. By the mid1930s, H.C. Engelbrecht and F.C. Hanighen had published Merchants of Death and former Marine Corps
General Smedley Butler had launched his “War is a Racket” campaign, both making passionate, wellreasoned, and well-documented attacks against politicians and their business cronies who had used
government for their own profit at the expense of citizens’ lives and property. This 1934 re-issue of
Lindbergh, Sr.’s isolationist manifesto capitalized on Charles, Jr.'s fame as the first man to fly solo across
the Atlantic and his beginning emergence as a leader against President Roosevelt in what would become
the America First movement opposed to U.S. intervention in pre-Pearl Harbor European politics.
#6530 $125

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

41. [MILITARY & WAR] Early World War Two Army and Marine Corps shoulder patch collection.
Unknown compiler. Circa 1940-1942.
189 Army and Marine Corps shoulder patches mounted on 13” x
15” scrapbook pages. The patches are all in nice shape; a couple
have a little light soiling. They are affixed with what appears to be
white school-type paste and should be easy to remove if desired.
Almost all of the patches are identified by captions on the album
pages, and the few that aren’t are readily found on-line and in
reference books. All of the pages show edge-wear and have pulled
loose from the rings of their study scrapbook binder, but they could
be easily reinforced with “o” stickers from any office supply store.
The patches include all of the major units that were active by mid1942 except the armored divisions. The patches are grouped by
unit type:















3 Autonomous Services patches (the largest three Army
components; Army Ground Forces, Army Air Forces, and
Army Service Forces)
8 Army patches (old and new styles for Fifth Army)
16 Army Corps patches (old and new style for XI Corps)
8 Service Command patches
67 Infantry and Airborne Division patches
10 Cavalry Division patches
5 Frontier Defense Sector patches
31 Regional and Functional Commands and Department
patches
7 variations of the Army Air Corps and Army Air Force
insignia
15 numbered Air Force patches
8 Air Force Specialist and Cadet insignia
6 Marine Corps Division patches (old and new styles for 2nd Marine Division)
5 Marine Corps Defense Battalion, Air Wing, and Amphibious Corps insignia

It isn’t very difficult to imagine a teen-ager—who in a year or two would be serving in Europe or the
Pacific—acquiring these patches (most likely from an “approval service” much like collectible stamps are
often sold) and listening to the beat of war drums on radio news while painstakingly crafting the album
pages upon which they are mounted.
Some of these patches are very scarce and command prices well into the hundreds of dollars (for example
a 101st Airborne Division patch with a white-tongued eagle and an original Army Air Force patch). Over
half sell individually for $20 to $60 a piece.
#8628 $1,750

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

42. [MILITARY & WAR] Normandy Invasion D-Day Landing archive: Liberty Ship’s message book,
signalman’s narrative, photograph album, and assorted ephemera. Primarily 1944.
This collection of material was authored/compiled by a
Signalman aboard the American Liberty Ship, S.S. William
A. Jones. It contains a “Signal Log”, a photograph album,
General Eisenhower’s D-Day Letter, a transcript of the
message announcing the end of all offensive U-boat
operations, and other ephemera. All of the items are in
nice shape. The front cover and first two leaves have been
reinforced with now-yellowed cello tape. Eisenhower’s
invasion letter has folding creases and an ink annotation
at the top margin reading, “June 6, 1944.”
The William A. Jones was an active participant in the
Normandy invasion. She left Firth-of-Forth, Scotland on
June 6, 1944 transporting Canadian forces to Gold Beach.
Following the initial invasion, the Jones continued to
shuttle forces to the beachhead.
The 5” x 8” album contains over 100 4.5” x 3.25”
photographs of convoy operations, firing practice, and
shipboard life. 29 images are of the Normandy Invasion including the ship at anchor on D-Day +1, allied
soldiers and equipment on board awaiting landing craft, warships off the coast, Sherman tanks being offloaded and going ashore, tanks advancing up Gold beach, sunken vessels used as a breakwater, a ship
laying smoke, etc. The 5” x 8” signal log contains over 120 pages recording every message sent or received
by the Jones between 6 March and 7 September 1944 as well as 43 pages of narrative entries including:
June 7, 1944: Convoy left Southend 0545. 28 ships, speed 9 knots. . . . Destroyers laid smoke
screen and Swordfish aircraft dropped smoke pots to shield convoy from enemy at 1015. Enemy
shore batteries opened fire at convoy at 1028. One near miss. Convoy was off the White Cliffs of
Dover. Air raid siren heard on shore and General Alarm was sounded at 1048. . . .
June 8, 1944: Arrived at invasion coast 0700 waited for orders. Moved to discharging anchorage,
dropped anchor 1500. Continuous barrage by allied warships throughout day.
June 9, 1944: Warships continue barrage. Air raids during which 2 planes were brought down.
We fired starboard 20mm, also used smoke apparatus. Two landing craft that were lost in smoke
tied alongside for night. General Quarters for air raid at 2305. Port 20 m.m.’s opened fire. All
clear at 2403. No planes downed as seen from here. . . . Air raid warning received at 0510. All
ships used smoke apparatus. . . . Three LCT’s alongside at 0945 to unload cargo. L.C.T.’s come
alongside all day. Number 4 and 5 hatches are finished at 1700. Troops are leaving with lorries.
Very scarce. As of 2016, no similar collections of D-Day naval material are in the trade, and neither ABPC
of the Rare Book Hub contain any auction records. OCLC locates one institution holding a similar diary of
the invasion, but no accompanying photographic record. This is a unique first-person record of one of the
most significant events of the 20th century.
#8629 $5,500 SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

43. [MOTORCYCLES] [NATIONAL PARKS] [TRAVEL] Scrapbook-photograph album documenting a crosscountry trip from Brooklyn to San Francisco on a Harley-Davidson motorcycle. Compiled by Alfred Z.
Baker, Jr. 1928-1929.
This 11” x 7.5” album contains 88 pages packed with over 80
photographs (2.75” x 2”) plus postcards, his bill-of-sale,
driver’s permits, tickets, original art, souvenir stickers,
telegrams, and other ephemera. The album and contents are
in very nice shape.
Baker, the grandson of artist-illustrator Peter Newell who
funded the Newell collection at Yale University, purchased his
Harley-Davidson motorcycle from the Koch-Ruhle dealership
in the summer of 1928 and used it to travel cross-country to
San Francisco via St. Louis, the Grand Canyon, Santa Fe, San
Diego, and Los Angeles. While in California, Baker toured National Parks, visited museums and tourist
sights, and attended concerts. He eventually sold his motorcycle and booked passage on the S. S. Charles
R. McCormick from San Francisco to return to New York. Highlights include:













The bill of sale showing Baker paid $252 for
his motorcycle,
Baker’s New York motorcycle operator’s
license,
Many photographs of Baker on the Harley,
Baker’s American Motorcycle Association
membership card.
A pocket flap, presumably from a heavy shirt
or light jacket worn on the journey
A map of St. Louis prepared by the “49th
State Touring Club” with Baker’s route from
Eads Bridge to U.S. Highway 40 outlined in
green.
Permits to operate the motorcycle in the Grand Canyon, Yosemite, and General Grant National
Parks
Several colorful Shell Gasoline tourist stickers
Bakers’ California Agriculture certificate and non-resident driver’s license
An Automobile Club map of San Diego with Baker’s route through the city outlined in red,
Photographs on board the McCormick and an original watercolor of Baker’s cabin.

Albums documenting cross-country automobile trips from the 1920s are scarce. Other, photo-scrapbooks
in excellent condition that document 1920s transcontinental motorcycle trips from New York City to San
Francisco with return by steamship are simply non-existent.
#8630 $5,500

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

44. [POLICE] [WOMEN] Collection of seven daily calendar journals kept by Los Angeles Policewoman,
Sidney A. Ball. 1934-1955.
Seven daily calendars (approximately 5.5” x 8”) kept
by Los Angeles Policewoman Sidney A. Ball between
the years 1934 and 1955. Some calendars have more
content than others; overall about 20% of the pages
have entries. A number of newspaper clippings,
notes, and department forms are attached or laid-in.
The spine covering for 1955 is missing. All have some
wear and soiling.
Sergeant Ball, who retired with over 35 years of
service in 1965, was one of very few female officers
when she joined the Los Angeles Police in 1929.
Although women had served a jail matrons or in
specialized social-work-type positions in other forces, the Los Angeles Police Department became the first
department to routinely employ policewomen with powers of arrest when in 1910, it swore in Alice Wells
and assigned her badge number “1”. By 1937, the department employed 39 policewomen; one was
Sidney A. Ball (nee Kirkpatrick and later Retzer).
Most of the entries in Ball’s daily calendars concern routine events, lists of officers and inspectors, lunch
and dinner engagements, contacts, addresses, parties, opera and theater dates (“Oklahoma!”), Hollywood
Bowl concerts, staff birthdays, attorney meetings, retirements, movies (Grauman’s Chinese and Egyptian),
police functions, books (Alinsky’s Reveille for Radicals), an Admiral Byrd lecture (“He has penguins with
him.”), vehicles and license plate numbers, trips (Acapulco, Death Valley, Alaska, Michigan, Canada, New
England), recipes, Mexico shopping lists, etc.
However, several multi-page entries in some of the calendars appear to be course notes, perhaps from
the ground-breaking classes specifically for policewomen provided by the University of California at Los
Angeles, and many entries relate to her police work. Those made while she was working at the jail or with
vice are quite telling about her job; simultaneously humorous and depressing.
Here are a few of them:
17 Jan 1937 – “Ed. Threw snowball at motorcycle
officer – I take blame.”
2 Jul 1946 – “74 men killed in line of duty – no
pension . . . Just what is the protection offered for
our $5.80?”
31 Jan 1947 – “Tonight we booked a mean old Irish
Biddy – who told me I looked like a mean old Bulldog – later when I went close to where she was
she said Say, There’s going to be a dog show in
Glendale on Sunday. Wish I could enter you.”

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

10 Mar 1947 – “Drunk arrested accused of
Prostitution denied charge – ‘I only tricks with
my Boy Friend he takes Five tricks a day and
gives me $10.00’”
19 Apr 1947 = “D.T. in drunk tank There is a
man in tree who just shot an arrow at me –
There he is an indian he had a feather in his
hair.”
8 Jan 1950 – “Came in with 25 good rings – 7
w.m. watches some diamond incrusted + 5 of
the rings must have cost around 1000.00 –
married to Colonel N. . . . living with 3 men off E. 5th Children locked in garage set fire with
candles”
23 Feb 1950 – “Mamie Floyd came in with . . . long blade knife – White handle. Mamie said knife
was hers She carried it to kill man who killed her Bro – No one could mess with her blood”
19 Aug 1950 – “She was Samoan –
Had been a dancer – even when
drunk walked with a graceful
elegance – Had a proud look –
verging on a sneer – But corrupt
language & a fighter when drunk.
Narco-Mainliner . . .
Brilliant
became user thru illness”
16 Nov 1950 – “Richardson, Nellie
Bk Very nasty with p/w Smith when
being booked – Kept calling her
“nigger’ take hands off me – what
they would do to her in South – Pled
with her to behave – Miss Smith
never said anything in return . . .
claimed Smith broke her arm –
went to X-Ray following day 1015a
– Negative!”
14 Dec 1954 – “Wo prisoner bit finger off. Found by trusty who went to clean-up stepped on
finger.”
10 Feb 1955 – “I’m glad you officers caught me and got here when you did this man was about to
ride me to death.” “Yes, I’m married but here on a visit and wanted to try a strange piece.”
A fascinating record providing insight into the life of an early female professional in a career-field
dominated by men.
#8631 $750 SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

45. [POLITICS & ELECTIONS] [SUFFRAGE] State Requirements Governing the Elective Franchise. Circa
1908.
1-page listing summarizing voting requirements for each
of the states in the Union. Approximately 11.5” x 14.5”.
Removed from a larger volume, probably an atlas, so a
little rough on the left edge. Light soiling at the right
margin. Will look very nice matted and framed.
Voting eligibility requirements in the United States are
established by both the federal and individual state
governments. As originally written, the Constitution did
not define who was eligible to vote; that was left to each
state. Early in U.S. history, most states enfranchised only
adult white males; however freed slaves could vote in
four states. Generally, men without property and women
could not vote, however adult females could vote in New
Jersey if they met that state’s property requirement. In
some states, non-white adult men who met property
requirements could vote as well. By 1856, white men in
all states were allowed to vote regardless of property
ownership, however five states required that they also had paid state tax. In 1870, the 15th Amendment
extended the basic right to vote to all citizens regardless of “race, color, or previous condition of
servitude.” The 19th Amendment in 1920, guaranteed women’s right to vote.
This document, listing 46 states, was published sometime between late 1907 and early 1912. The
variations in voting requirements and suffrage exclusions is fascinating.
Many states permitted “aliens” who had declared their intention to become citizens to vote.
California permitted former Mexican citizens who retained property rights under the treaty
(protocol) of Queretaro to vote.
Delaware imposed a voter registration fee of $1 before permitting those eligible to vote.
Minnesota and North Dakota granted suffrage to “civilized Indians,” and Oklahoma allowed all
“Native Indians” to vote.
New York required voters to have been citizens for 90 days.
Virginia required all citizens to understand and be able to explain the State Constitution before
becoming eligible to vote.
Most states prohibited voting by “idiots” or “insane” persons, “lunatics,” and convicted felons.
Other states prohibited voting by military personnel on duty within the state, persons unable to
read the U.S. Constitution in English, persons unable to write their names, people who owed back
taxes, people who could not pay a nominal poll tax, former duelists, rebels not restored to full
citizenship, paupers, untaxed Indians, and Chinese (in California, Nevada, and Oregon).
#8632 $100

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

46. [REPUBLIC OF TEXAS] [SLAVERY] Class C. Correspondence on the Slave Trade with Foreign Powers
[including the Republic of Texas], Parties to Treaties and Conventions. . . . From January 1 to December
31, 1843, inclusive. London: Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of Her Majesty; Printed
by William Clowes and Sons, 1844.
Complete: Title page, blank [v]-xx introductory pages, [1]-309 text
pages, blank. Contemporary, possibly original blue card cover with
printed title affixed. Includes 43 pages (pp. 253-295) addressing
slavery in the Republic of Texas. Clean, almost no wear. Additional
page numbers have been added in ink at the top fore-edge corner.
The twenty-two printed pieces of correspondence discuss:









Endeavors of British subjects to procure the abolition of
slavery in Texas
Discussions regarding the slave trade and slavery in Texas
including estimates of the population of Texas, number of
slaves in Texas, African slaves smuggled from Cuba since
1833, health and care of Texan slaves, work of Texan slaves,
etc.
British subjects trading in Texan slaves including extensive
discussions regarding “Charles
Frankland, John Barnes, and R. P.
Jones, trading in Galveston and
London, under the firm of
Frankland and Company” and
their slave-ships, Caroline and
Antoinette
A letter of transmittal of the
Treaty of the 16th November,
1840, between Her Majesty and
the Republic of Texas for the
Suppression of the African Slave
Trade and warrants for 43 British
ships involved in the suppression
of the African Slave Trade
The disposal of Negroes captured
on the Coast of Brazil in Texan
vessels

Quite scarce. As of 2016, no examples for sale in the trade and no auction records at ABPC nor Rare Book
Hub. OCLC shows copies held by only five institutions.
#8634 $1,000 SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

47. [ROLLER SKATING] Scrapbook containing a collection of 185 roller skating rink stickers. 1940s1950s.
This large 12” x 14” album contains approximately 185
large stickers issued by rinks in California, District of
Columbia, Hawaii, Indiana, Kentucky, Manitoba,
Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Ontario,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Utah, Virginia, Washington,
West Virginia, and Wisconsin. This album also contains
newspaper and magazine pictures of roller skaters. The
worn front cover of the album features a hand-painted
color illustration of a leaping female roller skater.
As roller skating became very popular in the 1940s,
hundreds of rinks were built throughout the country and owners aggressively promoted their business.
This led to the printing of colorful stickers that could be affixed to cases used for carrying roller skates to
the rinks. Customers soon began trading stickers to build large collections, and by 1950, collectors had
formed the Universal Roller Skating Sticker Exchange and organized national conventions. This collection
of stickers and newspaper clippings provides a visual record of roller skating’s heyday.
#8633 $200 SOLD

48. [TOYS & GAMES] E. Pluribus Unum Civil War soldier building-block set. Created and sold by A. M.
De Souchet. Indianapolis: 1898.
In its original cardboard box. The box is approximately 9” x
6” x 2”. The toy includes a building base, 12 building blocks,
and 12 joiner discs. It looks complete, possibly room for
another four discs. The box top illustration shows two
standing Civil War soldiers on each side of a circular design
labeled “Patent No. 597519” and surmounted by an
American eagle and shield with the U. S. motto, “E Pluribus
Unum.” The base is decorated with women’s profiles. Eleven
of the building blocks feature enlisted zouaves; one shows a
commanding officer. Letters of the alphabet decorate the
reverse of the building blocks. One soldier block has a ding
on one side, and about one-quarter of one joining disc is
missing; both pieces are still useable. The box top illustration
has some rubbing but remains bright and colorful. The box
bottom is sound; there is a very old tape repair to the sides of
the box top.
E Pluribus Unum (one out of many) is a fitting title for this construction set with 25 pieces that can be
combined in a variety of ways to build single structures. The game was designed by A. M. De Souchet, a
former riverboat mail packet captain and prominent Indianapolis businessman and real estate agent.
#8635 $250

SOLD

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

49. [TRAVEL] Hotel register for "The Uplands". Bethlehem, New Hampshire: 1896.
This large half-leather folio register, manufactured by the
Maynard-Gouge Company of Worcester Massachusetts,
alternates advertising pages with pre-printed registration
forms. A 24-page "American Hotel Guide" published for the
Hotel Register Publishers Association by the James T. Hair
Company of Chicago precedes the registration pages.
Sound binding. Generally clean pages; some of the
advertising pages have ink-spots (they served as blotters for
the registration pages) and edge wear. Some cover wear,
heaviest at the spine ends. The gilt lettering and ruling is in
nice shape.
This is a turn-of-the-century guest register for one of the “Grand Hotels” of the White Mountains. The
Uplands was built by the hotel magnate Frank H. Abbott in 1880. Entries are from June, 1896 to October,
1897. I haven't checked signatures but there could well be some important politicians, business tycoons,
actors, inventors, sports figures, or other celebrities as many summered in the mountains to beat city
heat, pollution, and allergens.
#7827 $200

50. [TRAVEL] [WORLD’S FAIRS] Photograph album documenting a trip to both 1915 California world’s
fairs: the California-Pacific Exposition in San Diego and Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco.
1915.
Oblong 9.25” x 7.25” album containing 72 photographs documenting a
family’s visit to grandparents living in Santa Ana, California. Most
captioned. A few photographs are slightly overexposed/faded. Three
have been removed. Mended cover hinge. Highlights include:
Four photographs of Native American women at the Yuma
railroad station wrapped in blankets in the shade of freight cars
selling craftwork to tourists who have exited a train.
Southern California photographs including visits to several
beaches, the Mission Inn at Riverside, San Luis Rey Mission at
Oceanside, Mission San Juan Capistrano, the Hotel Del
Coronado including its palm-roofed cabanas, Ramona’s
Marriage Place in San Diego, and filming at Universal Studios
in Hollywood which had only recently opened in March of 1915.
Seven images of exhibits at the Panama-California Exposition held in San Diego and five images of
San Diego’s Sunset Cliffs including one of a bright and shiny 4-door 1913 Cadillac.
Eight images of the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco including one of the Tower of
Jewels, one of the 638-room Inside Inn, and one of “Amusement Row.”
#8636 $300

